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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of federal securities laws. Our forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding our or our
management team’s expectations, hopes, beliefs, intentions or strategies regarding the future. In addition, any statements that refer to projections, forecasts or other characterizations of future events or
circumstances, including any underlying assumptions, are forward-looking statements. The words “anticipate,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intends,” “may,” “might,” “plan,”
“possible,” “become,” “potential,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” “would,” “opportunity,” “mission,” “goal,” “positioned” and similar expressions may identify forward-looking statements, but the absence
of these words does not mean that a statement is not forward-looking.
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based on our current expectations and beliefs concerning future developments and their potential effects on us taking into account
information currently available to us. There can be no assurance that future developments affecting us will be those that we have anticipated. These forward-looking statements involve a number of risks,
uncertainties (some of which are beyond our control) or other assumptions that may cause actual results or performance to be materially different from those expressed or implied by these forwardlooking statements. These risks include, but are not limited to: trends in the cannabis industry and SpringBig’s market size, including with respect to the potential total addressable market in the industry;
SpringBig’s growth prospects; new product and service offerings SpringBig may introduce in the future; the price of SpringBig’s securities, including volatility resulting from changes in the competitive
and highly regulated industry in which SpringBig operates and plans to operate, variations in performance across competitors, changes in laws and regulations affecting SpringBig’s business and
changes in the combined capital structure; the ability to implement business plans, forecasts, and other expectations as well as identify and realize additional opportunities; and other risks and
uncertainties indicated from time to time in filings made with the SEC, including the risks and uncertainties described in the “Risk Factors” sections of Annual Report on Form 10-K filed by our
predecessor, Tuatara Capital Acquisition Corporation, registration statement on Form S-4, the proxy statement/prospectus relating to our business combination with Tuatara Capital Acquisition
Corporation and the Company’s registration statement on Form S-1.
These risks are not exhaustive. New risk factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for our management to predict all risk factors, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our business
or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. Should one or more of these risks or
uncertainties materialize, they could cause our actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update or revise any
forward looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. You should not take any statement regarding past trends or activities as a representation that the trends or
activities will continue in the future.
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springbig at a Glance
Founded in 2016 | HQ in Boca Raton, FL | 170 Employees | 1,400+ clients(1)

Scaled software platform providing leading loyalty
and marketing communication solutions to the
cannabis industry
Differentiated loyalty marketing, digital
communications, and text/email marketing solutions
B2B2C strategy delivering significant value to
cannabis retailers and brands
SaaS recurring revenue model
70%+ subscription based, annual contracts

Nearly 2B client
messages annually(2)

$7B+ in GMV(3)

114% net retention(4)

>2,800 retail
locations

$24M revenue;
58% growth in 2021
$26M - $29M revenue
in 2022

1) At 6/30/22 2) Based on trailing 12-months to 6/30/22 and standardized message size 3) Based on trailing 12-months 4) Based on average monthly recurring subscription revenue adjusted for upgrades, losses, and downgrades, and divided such amount by the average monthly recurring revenue for the 12 months to 12/31/21
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Cannabis Retailers & Brands Face Numerous Challenges
Engagement

Data / Analytics

Retailers and brands need ways to reach customers
state by state as legalization continues to evolve

Lack of feedback data for brands to reach and
establish relationships with consumers effectively

Intense competition, promotion-driven sales, and
lack of communication channels in cannabis make
customer retention difficult for retailers

Retailers lack the analytics infrastructure to
make data actionable for marketing

Traditional advertising channels restrict cannabis
advertising, hindering the ability for brands and
retailers to market their products

Lack of market intelligence and data solution
specific to the cannabis market
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springbig Platform
Solutions

Benefits

Marketing automation and
customer communication

Online ordering
and payments(1)

Customer Retention

Rewards & offers,
loyalty programs and
customer acquisition

Customer Acquisition
Customer Spend

Customer
relationship
management

Reporting &
analytics

Customer Foot Traffic
Data-driven Actions

Customer
feedback
system
1) Online ordering and payments represents a potential new product offering pending status of legality.

Customer
acquisition

Brand Exposure
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Large, expanding cannabis market…
…supported by strong industry tailwinds
One of the fastest growing end markets in the U.S.

Current State of Cannabis Legalization

Recent East Coast market legalization (NY, NJ, CT)
presents incremental upside opportunity
Tech offerings remain rudimentary, and competition
is fragmented
Growth in marketing spend is expected to exceed
growth of the end market
Tailwinds from legislative change momentum

Legalized medical cannabis
Legalized adult-use and medical cannabis

Cost of raw product expected to decrease | Value expected to accrue to brands | Marketing spend expected to increase
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Proven B2B2C Platform with Powerful Network Effects
A virtuous cycle is created as each side of the marketplace scales, expected to widen springbig’s competitive advantage
Acquires
retail client

Retailer
springbig retains retailer
as paying SaaS customer
Comprehensive
product suite sustains
high client retention
B2B2C Go-To-Market
strategy is highly scalable
Platform engages
consumers to drive growth

1) Estimate based on average marketing spend in similar industries

Brands
Retailer acquires
consumer

Brands drive
increased
retailer interest

Brands make
retailer sticky

Brands target retailers
that can acquire loyal
consumers
Brand participation
drives more retail
acquisition

Leading messaging &
customer experience
platform

5,000 existing brands

Consumers
attract
brands

5-10% of brands’ revenue
typically goes to
marketing spend(1)
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Industry-leading, Ecosystem-Wide Integrations
Driving large data assets and product innovation
springbig is ideally positioned
with the full cannabis tech ecosystem

Applications

Data
analytics
POS partners

eCommerce
partners

Datahub
resources

36M+

Email/CRM

Signage

1) Further use and monetization of data will be implemented consistent with current law 2) Based on 2022 YTD 3) Based on trailing 12 months.

Marketable consumers(2)
Wealth of data assets
drives proprietary
insights to monetize(1)
a large and growing
user base

19

Active point of sale
integrations(2)

110M+

Total transactions processed
through springbig(3)
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Full Package Offerings
Powerful data insight dashboards | Suite of elegant consumer facing products

Retail platform
In-depth campaign data
Robust analytics for retailers
Customer acquisition made simple
Clear feedback and summaries by springbig

Consumer view
stashboard: did or did not click retargeting, multi-method sending
with push notifications, intuitive message sequencing, and A/B testing
tools with the ability to add multiple images, videos, and links
rewards wallet app: white label app offers the ability to create a
unique app icon, name, layout, color scheme, and more for brand
consistency and a better customer experience
feedback by springbig: analyzing customer
feedback made simple with robust dashboards
that track key survey performance indicators
enrollment: proven enrollment process to
ensure compliance
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Empowering Brands with Direct Access to Customers
Driving impactful results and accelerate growth with insightful, actionable data points

Start conversations
Advertise to very engaged
cannabis consumers in a way that
doesn’t feel like just an ad to them

Increase Awareness
Create powerful impressions that can
lead to a significant increase in brand
awareness across the market with
repetition and investment

Expand your impact
Potential to acquire many VIP
consumers with high lifetime value and
a surplus of crucial consumer data

Attribution data
For the first time in the cannabis
industry access detailed reporting that
gives your brand insight into essential
campaign attribution metrics
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Substantial Opportunities to Potentially Fuel Organic Growth
New
features &
functionality

Further
penetrate
existing
markets

Expansion within
existing retailers
& brands

New
customer
acquisition

Tremendous
expected growth in
new recreational
markets
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M&A Growth Strategy Driven by Customer Needs
TOMORROW
Leading software
platform providing datadriven CRM, marketing
and frictionless
consumer buying
experience

TODAY
Leader in CRM
loyalty and
marketing
automation

Industry needs

M&A strategic focus

Strategic rationale

Actionable data; better AI and
recommendation technology
Improved consumer acquisition and
retention through purpose-built marketing
technology and targeting
Fintech solutions, including processing of
payments and consumer credit
Mitigate competition from online marketplaces

Segment consolidation
Retail intelligence / data
Customer acquisition (AdTech)
Fintech / payments (1) /
e-commerce (1)

Expanding product and service offerings
Expanding geographic reach
Increasing scale
Realizing revenue and cost
synergies

1) Online ordering and payments represents a potential new product offering pending status of legality.
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Attractive Financial Profile

SaaS recurring revenue model
70%+ subscription based, annual contracts

High operating leverage provides
strong EBITDA(1)

Strong revenue growth
58% in 2021; good growth trajectory moving
forward

Cash on balance sheet to fund beyond cash
break-even

High gross profit margins
70%+ and expanding

Public equity and cash resources available to
execute M&A strategy

Category-leading net retention
Consistently exceeding 110%

1) EBITDA is a non-GAAP metric, and the closest GAAP metric is Net Income. EBITDA and net income are the same in springbig's figures shown.
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H1 2022 Highlights
$13M revenue +18% year-on-year
including retail subscription revenue growth of 35%
70% gross margin +170 basis points improvement year-on-year
Strong revenue
growth
&
Consumer
Engagement

48% YoY increase in enrolled consumers

44% YoY growth in retail clients
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Key Investment Highlights
Category-leading customer loyalty & marketing automation for the cannabis end market
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) business model that is “sticky” and high-growth
Powerful flywheel network effect to fuel multiple channels of organic growth

NASDAQ: SBIG

Platform of choice to consolidate a highly fragmented cannabis technology ecosystem
Highly attractive financial profile – cash generative and high ebitda margin
Exceptional management team to execute on strategy
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